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REPORT ON COMPLETION OF VARIABLE DENSITY SPACING TREATMENT 
WITHIN THE RIPARIAN RESERVE ZONES OF 7 STREAMS ON BLOCK 2 OF 
CASCADIA FOREST PRODUCTS’ NORTH ISLAND TFL # 39 OPERATIONS: 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION: 
 
Variable Density Spacing was done within the Riparian Reserve Zones of  thirteen S1, S2 and S3 
streams, on TFL #39, Block 2 of Cascadia Forest Products North Island Operations. Riparian Zones 
were treated along the Tsitika River S2, upper Eve River S1, Montague Creek S2 with two S3 
tributaries, Capulet Creek S2 with two tributaries (S2&S3), upper Adam River S1, an unnamed S2 
tributary to the upper Adam, and upper Compton Creek S2 with two S3 tributaries..    
The creeks and rivers are either important spawning and rearing areas for various anadromous salmon 
species and/or for resident and sea-run trout, steelhead or dolly varden populations. The Upper Adam 
River system including Compton Creek, and most of the Montague Capulet system, only contain 
resident trout species, including introduced European brown trout in the Adam. In addition, the riparian 
zones also contain major habitat features for various large and small mammals (particularly Roosevelt 
elk), birds, amphibians, reptiles, arthropods, and insects. The different streams and tributaries treated 
may be divided into two main sub-groups: The various streams have markedly different stream 
morphology: The Eve River, the Upper Adam, Compton and some of the Tsitika are relatively slow 
flowing with lower gradients, less stable channels and higher bedloads of gravels. The Eve River, and 
upper Compton Creek also have very unstable banks, therefore creating side channels and eroding 
drop-offs. The Montague and Capulet System, on the other hand, has higher gradients (up to 30% in 
upper Montague Creek), faster water-flows, a relatively stable channel with rocky banks and a 
bouldery. All of the larger S1 and S2 streams get frequent violent rain event and, therefore, retain very 
little large organic debris, except in larger log jams and accumu8lations. Small fry have difficulty 
remaining in these streams for large parts of the year due to the current forces. They usually hide and 
feed in the quieter backwaters, side-channels and small tributaries. The smaller S2’s, S3s and untreated 
S4 tributaries either have lower or variable gradients, have lower flows or slower flows and, therefore, 
have retained more large organic debris, creating pools and backwaters for fry habitat. By far the 
greatest amount of fish were actually observed in these smaller S2s  S3s and S4s. Another interesting 
feature was found in the upper reaches of Compton Creek. Bedloads are so high, that most of the 
treated reach including some deep pools, was totally dry during July and August. At the same time, a 
small S3 back-channel, was teeming with fry and fingerlings. The S2 reaches of Compton creek above 
the dry reach contained ample amounts of water in pools and riffles, had a obviously lower bed-load of 
gravels and sands, had a slightly higher gradient, and also contained visible fingerlings. Stream 
complexity, with pools, riffles and large organic debris was high in Compton Creek and also in most of 
the narrower reaches of other S2’s.  
The overall aim of the variable density spacing is to create old growth characteristics and biodiversity 
as fast as possible. The faster flowing larger S1’s and S2’s will eventually require the largest size 
organic debris input, because most smaller material is bound to be swept away during freshets. All 
RRZ’s, however, also require habitat maintenance or improvement, conifer and shrub release from 
under large alder patches, as well as dense conifer canopies, and the maintenance of bank stability 
through fostering of larger coniferous trees with larger and stronger root systems.  
 
 
 
PROJECT PLANS AND  PRESCRIPTIONS: 
 
An overview of the North Island portion of Block 2 of TFL 39 was done previously by Reinhard 
Muller, with the use of air photos and Licencee inventory GIS maps, in order to single out potential 
creeks, rivers and RRZ’s to field check. The process involved the selection of suitable age classes, 
reasonable crew driving and walking access and safe working terrain. (usually slopes less than 80% 
with absent or few old growth remnants). The selected areas were then field checked and either 
prescribed for treatment or rejected. The final prescriptions were done by a combination of walk-thrus 
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and statistical plots to determine stand properties, stocking, biodiversity, bio-geo-climatic and habitat 
parameters. Because many of the larger reaches of fish-bearing streams had already been treated 
previously, the 2005 program (except for Montague and Capulet Creeks) was made up of a 
combination of shorter reach sections, some as small as 1.4 ha. 
 
 
 
SITE DESCRIPTION: 
 
All of the areas lie within the CWHvm1 biogeoclimatic subzone. Most of the areas treated were used 
more or less heavily by Roosevelt elk, Coast blacktail deer and black bear. Some of the Eve, Adam, 
Tsitika and Compton riparian zones treated were richer growing sites than the adjacent upland 
polygons. For the same reason, these sites generally either contained more nutrient rich ungulate forage 
and higher value habitat for various other animal species, or capable to grow this higher value nutrient 
forage in the future. Most of the Montague-Capulet areas and some of the upper Adam areas were 
poorer sites, indicated by heavier Vaccinium spp. Shrub complexes. These Vaccinium spp. Complexes 
usually had much lower Roosevelt elk and deer use, although black bears obviously used the late 
August berry crops. 
Stands along the various RRZ’s varied in initial riparian zone stand densities from 1100 to 1200 s/ha in 
the overstory to 7475 s/ha in the combined overstory and understory. Averages were probably about 
1100 in the overstory and 5000 and 6000 in the combined overstory and understory. Basal areas 
initially varied from 20 to 40 square meters/ha. Averages around 30 square meters/ha.   
    
Stream gradients ranged from near zero to over 30%. The higher gradients were found along Montague 
and Capulet Creeks and were usually sufficiently short between pools and boulders, to allow fish to rest 
and ascend. 
  
Most stands treated, except for some portions of the Upper Eve and along Montague Creek, still 
contained ample herb and shrub layers. These herb and shrub layers now require light, in order to 
prevent being shaded out during further stand development.   Most of the treated stands along  
Montague and Capulet Creeks and along the Upper Adam and Compton Creek were dominated by Hw 
and Ba and contained very little red cedar or other species. In all cases, the aim was to maintain or 
increase those tree species like Cw (whether conifer or hardwood), that were represented the least). 
Therefore, generally Cw was not to be cut. However, wherever high density patches of Cw occurred, 
the crew was given permission, to cut some and/or create browsing bushes with others, as long as most 
other Cw were kept. 
 
 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
 
The objective was to speed up riparian old growth/large stem development and increase overall 
diversity. This would be achieved by reducing stem numbers to the low levels of existing old growth 
stands, manipulating density and tree species diversity (both vertical and horizontal), creating improved 
riparian habitat for a variety of species, wind-firm the trees, create larger future stem diameters, 
predispose stems for larger future coarse woody debris, provide for increased future in-stream 
complexity, increase or maintain shrub and herb layers for wildlife forage, overland flow filtering and 
nesting habitat. A main part of the objective was to create sufficient canopy gaps, in order to either 
release or maintain under-story shrubs and herb cover. 
Red alder was to be treated in order to release under-story conifers. Red cedar, as well as food and 
medicinal shrubs and herbs were fostered to improve 1st. Nations forest values. 
Another objective was to create future Wildlife trees for cavity nesting birds. This would be done by 
stressing lower boles through screefing. This would also increase immediate sapsucker use. 
 
 
DESCRIPTION OF COMPLETED WORK: 
 
most of the stated objectives of biodiversity creation, habitat and spacing numbers being achieved. The 
crew did re-work to cut some live limbs on stumps.and did additional cutting to widen a boundary 
section (Capulet Creek). Slash accumulations are heavy and will impede the movement of smaller 
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ungulates for some years on portions of Montague Creek and the Adam and lower Compton block. 
Deer and elk may, however, still use the unspaced corridors provided, as well as the limited treatment 
zones along the bank. In addition, there are many naturally open seepage sites, scattered throughout. 
Reducing slash loads further through bucking, would have increased overall per hectare costs to 
unacceptable levels. The slash accumulations are expected to become preferred habitat for marten, 
squirrels, other small mammals and many small passerine birds, amphibians and bugs. 
Most conifers over 30cm diameter b.h. were left, in order to contribute to the creation of earlier old 
growth characteristics. All Cw was generally left uncut, but on areas with dense Cw, the crew was 
permitted to cut some and/or to create Cw browsing bushes. 
The crew reduced the overstory component by about 70-80 percent and the understory component by 
as much as 98%. E.g. the overstory was reduced from 1100 to 1200 s/ha to 300-400 s/ha and the 
combined overstory-understory from 6000 to 8000 s/ha to 400 to 800 s/ha, depending on the site. 
This meant a tremendous amount of cutting and took longer on some sites, than the contractor had 
anticipated. Along Montague and Capulet Creeks this was made more difficult due to heavy Vaccinium 
spp. brush and difficult terrain. 
Total completed area was 50 Ha. 
 
 
POST TREATMENT MAINTENANCE AND TREATMENT EFFECTIVENESS 
EVALUATION: 
 
Treatment of this nature is designed to have long term effects and while some of the results such as 
BA, stem reduction, increased sapsucker use on screefed alder, and production of coarse woody debris 
may be observed immediately, most long term goals may only be measurable later. This will require 
the present installation of some permanent sampling plots, which can be  re-measured periodically in 
the future. Because of the variability of the stands, such plots should at least cover some of the stands 
with understory Cw release, some alder patches which were treated to release conifers, some of the 
trees which were screefed, in order to monitor future sapsucker and cavity nesting activity, as well as 
internal progression of decay fungi, likely areas of ungulate use for shelter and forage, future LOD 
input into the streams and understory shrub and herbaceous development below different over-story 
conifer canopies.   
 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 
 
1:Maps of the treated areas and general locations.  
2:Abstract Summary. 
3:Photos of completed work. 
4:Check plot calculations and calculation summary.        Reinhard Muller, RPF; RPBio. 
5:Field cards. 
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